DATE: 8/26/2010
TO: TIH FEN TING, CHAIR UIS CAMPUS SENATE
FROM: HARSHAVARDHAN D. BAPAT, CHAIR, UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
RE: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROPOSED CURRICULUM FOR THE SCIENCE OF THE ENVIRONMENT CONCENTRATION IN CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY

After a meeting on August 26, 2010 with the chair of the Environmental Studies (ENS) department and the dean of PA&A the chemistry and biology departments have agreed to add selected ENS courses to the course selections available to students who decide to choose the concentration.

The courses are:

ENS 405 Remote Sensing
ENS 463 Our Changing Climate
ENS 468 Environmental Geology

To accommodate these additions the selection titles have also been renamed to Life Science Selection (previously Biology Selection), Physical Science Selection (previously Chemistry selection).
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